Reports
manner. Within an individual, growth
will speed up or slow down in response
to changes in nutritional or physiological state because of the action of this
pathway. Across individuals, growth
will differ between high-condition and
low-condition individuals, resulting in
population-level variation in body and
trait sizes. Low-condition individuals
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exhibit similar sensitivities to insulin/IGF signaling (17), their sizes will
Many male animals wield ornaments or weapons of exaggerated proportions. We
scale proportionally from individual to
propose that increased cellular sensitivity to signaling through the insulin/insulinindividual (18–21). But some traits
like growth factor (IGF) pathway may be responsible for extreme growth of these
deviate in their responsiveness to these
structures. We document how rhinoceros beetle horns, a sexually selected weapon,
signals, profoundly affecting the
are more sensitive to nutrition and more responsive to perturbation of the
amount and nature of their growth.
insulin/IGF pathway than other body structures. We then illustrate how enhanced
Genitalia are insensitive to circulating
sensitivity to insulin/IGF signaling in a growing ornament or weapon would cause
insulin/IGF signals in Drosophila (20,
heightened condition-sensitivity and increased variability in expression among
21). As a result, their growth is unreindividuals—critical properties of reliable signals of male quality. The possibility
sponsive to environmental conditions,
that reliable signaling arises as a byproduct of the growth mechanism may explain
such as nutrition, and genitalia size is
why trait exaggeration has evolved so many different times in the context of sexual
largely invariant among individuals. In
selection.
contrast, wings exhibit sensitivity to
insulin/IGF signaling typical of the rest
of the body; wing growth is sensitive
The most elaborate male ornaments and weapons of sexual selection to larval nutrition, and wing sizes scale isometrically with amonggrow to exaggerated proportions (Fig. 1), especially in the largest and individual variation in body size (21).
best-conditioned individuals. The size and conspicuousness of these
We predicted that increased sensitivity to the insulin/IGF pathway
traits make them likely candidates for intraspecific signals, used either might be a mechanism leading to the evolution of extreme growth in
by males to assess the size, condition, or status of rival males, or by fe- showy ornaments and weapons of sexual selection. In our model, indimales to assess the relative genetic quality of potential mates (1, 2). Not vidual males differ in their physiological state as a result of differences
only are exaggerated traits easy to observe, they are unusually reliable in their status, nutritional state, competitive ability, and/or health (parasignals of individual male quality (2–4) as their growth tends to be more site or pathogen loads), translating into among-individual variation in
sensitive to the nutritional histories and physiological conditions of indi- circulating levels of insulin/IGF signals (Fig. 1B). During their respecviduals than is the growth of other traits (5–7). Exaggerated structures tive periods of growth, the adult structures in these animals would be
also tend to be more variable in their expression than other morphologi- exposed to insulin/IGF signals, and the sensitivity of cells within each
cal structures (8–10). Hyper-variability in trait size can amplify other- growing structure to these signals would determine both how and by
wise subtle differences in the body size or condition of males, further how much each trait grew. Just as wings are more sensitive to insuenhancing the utility of these traits as signals. Combined, these structural lin/IGF signaling than genitalia in Drosophila (20, 21), so we predicted
characteristics – extreme size, heightened condition-sensitivity, and hy- that exaggerated ornaments or weapons of sexual selection would be
per-variability among individuals – are the foundation for ‘handicap’ and even more sensitive to insulin/IGF signaling than wings or other non‘good genes’ models of sexual selection and a central tenet of modern sexually-selected body parts (Fig. 1B).
theories of sexual selection and animal communication (2–4, 11–15). We
Male rhinoceros beetles (Trypoxylus dichotomus) wield a forked
offer a developmental explanation for this phenomenon. We suggest the horn on their heads. During growth, horns in this species are more sensievolution of trait exaggeration involves increased sensitivity to insu- tive to larval nutrition than other body parts (wings, genitalia), and,
lin/IGF signaling within a growing structure, and we show why such a among adult males, horn size is hyper-variable, ranging from tiny bumps
change in mechanism should also confer both heightened condition sen- to exaggerated structures two thirds the length of a male’s body (22). We
sitivity and hyper-variablity to expression of the trait (Figure 1B).
tested whether growing rhinoceros beetle horns were more sensitive to
Insulin and IGFs are essential regulators of tissue growth and body insulin/IGF signaling than wings or genitalia using RNA interference to
size (16). Circulating levels of insulin and IGFs are sensitive to nutrition, perturb transcription of the insulin receptor (InR). Developing larvae
as well as stress and infection, and the insulin/IGF pathway has emerged were injected with a 398bp fragment of dsRNA of T. dichotomus InR as
as the central mechanism integrating physiological condition with they commenced their transition from larval feeding to gut purge (the
growth in multicellular animal taxa. Insulin and IGF levels within a onset of the prepupal period and the beginning of metamorphosis). At
growing animal reflect the nutritional state and physiological condition this time all growth in overall body size had ceased, but adult structures
of that individual, and circulating levels of these signals modulate tissue (including genitalia, wings, and horns) were still growing. Thus, any
growth via the insulin receptor pathway in a graded, or dose-dependent effects of manipulation of insulin/IGF signaling would be visible as
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We suggest that exaggerated animal structures may be unfakable
signals of quality because of the developmental mechanism responsible
for their accelerated growth. If true, then our hypothesis of ‘intrinsic
reliability’ could help explain why so many different signal traits embark
on an evolutionary trajectory of bigger and bigger size. We suggest that
whenever receivers responded to variation in insulin/IGF-sensitive structures, they fared relatively well due to the intrinsic reliability of these
traits as signals of underlying male quality. As these traits became larger
under selection, their utility as signals would have increased, enhancing
the benefits to receivers and accelerating the rate of signal evolution still
further. Once these structures become large enough to be costly, they
may also act as handicap signals and costs could contribute to signal
reliability (Fig. 3). However, as long as the traits exhibit heightened
sensitivity to insulin/IGF signals, costs may not be necessary for signal
reliability (36). This means that subsequent evolution of compensatory
structures alleviating costs to the signaling males (37) need not undermine the reliability of these traits as signals and could explain why some
exaggerated sexually selected structures function as reliable signals even
when no discernable costs are apparent (34, 35).
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Fig. 2. Effect of insulin receptor (InR)
knockdown on growth of adult structures
in rhinoceros beetles. A-C) Relative
transcript abundances for the insulin
receptor (InR) gene in genitalia (A), wings
(B), and horns (C), measured 24, 48, 72,
and 96 hours after the onset of the
prepupal period in control (open bars)
and dsInR-injected (solid bars) animals.
Injection with dsRNA significantly reduced
transcript abundances for 48 hours
following injection in all three tissues. DF) Effects of dsInR knockdown on trait
growth. Genitalia were insensitive (D);
wings
responded
significantly
but
moderately to interrupted insulin/IGF
signaling (E) (average reduction in wing
length = 2%); and horns responded
dramatically (F), with an average
reduction in horn length of 16%. G. Head
and thorax shown in two orientations (top
and bottom) for same-sized control (left)
and dsInR-injected (right) males.
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Fig. 1. A). Exaggerated growth of weapons and
ornaments of sexual selection as exemplified by
rhinoceros beetle horns (Trypoxylus dichotomus). B)
Proposed mechanism for the evolution of trait
exaggeration through increased cellular sensitivity to
insulin/IGF signaling (shown for the disc-like appendage
primordia of insects). Individual nutritional state and
physiological condition are reflected in circulating levels of
insulin-like peptides and IGFs, which modulate the rate of
growth of each of the trait primordia. Traits whose cells are
sensitive (17) to these signals (e.g., wings [green]) exhibit
greater nutrition-dependent phenotypic plasticity and
among-individual variability than other traits whose cells
are less sensitive to these signals (e.g., genitalia [red]). An
increase in the sensitivity of cells within a particular trait
(e.g., horns [blue], see text) would lead to
disproportionately rapid growth of that trait in the largest,
best-condition individuals (i.e., exaggerated trait size) and
smaller trait sizes in low-condition individuals.
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Fig. 3. Sexual selection models whose relevance is affected by the proximate
mechanism responsible for trait exaggeration.

